East Hawaii Hotspots: MACZAC mtg 12/11/14 (Craig Severance)
Pepeekeo Palace Saga continues with a Hawaii County Planning Commission refusal in
early September to change the shoreline set back to "top of pali", which means the house
plans will have to be reduced and the house built farther back, which should protect the
coastal trail and the old landing just below. The owner and his partner claim to have been
unaware of the SMA permit requirements and argued that only the state was empowered
to determine setbacks. The state and county authorities nexus is something that could use
a little more outreach and education?? Environment Hawaii will have the details.
Hu Honua Liens: Additional Liens have been placed on the Pepeekeo biofuels power
generation facility and the gates are closed with guards. Again check Environment
Hawaii for details.
Hilo Bay Congestion: traffic from the increasing number of kayaks, one man outriggers,
stand-up paddleboards, Hawaiian canoes and small sailboats continues to increase, and
some is at dawn and dusk when the risk of being "run-down" is greatest. Much of this
traffic is either in or crossing the main ship and barge channel. None of these watercraft
have lights, and few probably meet coast guard requirements. Meanwhile the new state
regs requiring power vessel operators to carry certificates of completion for an approved
boating safety class are in force statewide.
Puna Lava flow: Lower Puna is still recovering from the damage from 2 tropical
storms. If, (When?) Pele crosses Highway 130, access to all of lower Puna will become
much more difficult, with increased time and fuel costs. This will impact the intensity of
use of the ramp at Pohoiki, which is already sometimes dangerously congested when
surfers and swimmers are in the water and boats have to make a quick turn to get in.
Pohoiki is a virtual fishing community during the Summer ika shibi fishery. Access to
the communities of Kalapana, Kahena, Kapoho/vacationland along with the whole "red
road" will also become difficult, and the social and economic impacts will be significant.
.
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1) Keauhou Aquifer
http://dlnr.hawaii.gov/cwrm/groundwater/activities/keauhou/
State Water Resource Management Commission Meeting to be held on December 10th. Verbal
report will be given on December 11th at MACZAC meeting.
2) Sheraton Kona Resort at Keauhou Bay
(West Hawaii Today, Pg 1, Nov 12, 2014)
Blatantly, in my opinion, by-passed county permit process to repair and extend a walkway along
the waterfront. Added a ladder from walkway to lava shoreline without permission. Admitted
error, after the fact, and is subject to $10,000 fine. The issue with the Sheraton Kona Resort has
been an ongoing battle by a coalition called the Keauhou Bay Stakeholders Group and the
management at the Sheraton.
Article is attached.

Maui Hot Spots 12/2014 from Jim Coon
1. Ten Commercial Catamarans from Kaanapali and other boats from Lahaina are still
trying to share only 3 day use moorings in Honolua Bay. They need two more day use
moorings then they can use for an hour or so then move off for the next boat.
2. The ingress/egress buoys are now breaking off and drifting away due to DOBOR doing
absolutely nothing to maintain them even when the boaters have volunteered to fix them
but those offers have been rebuffed by DOBOR.
3. The new DOBOR rules package have unintentionally eliminated two day use moorings
that were approved by DOBOR and have been important moorings for the dive boats.
This has caused major difficulties for those companies since there are only a handful of
appropriate dive sites depending on the weather for that day.
4. Hawaii's Administrative Procedure Act (HAPA) is over 50 years old and has not kept up
with other States or the Federal Government in modernizing the rules making process.
The time has come for the HAPA to be modernized to meet the needs of both
departments and citizens. (See HAPA paper sent under separate cover). Much of the hot
issues that we are dealing with could be resolved if HAPA were updated.
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Molokai coastline impacts…….highway needs to move off the coast in areas, should
move/extend SMA boundary.



No enforcement on violations on shoreline hardening, not enough education for
community about shoreline impacts.



Impacts from ongoing watersport activities such as canoe, paddleboard and kayak races.



Erosion and sedimentation near shore and reef.



Moomomi proposed CBSFA.



Propose CBSFA for east Molokai



Divers/fishermen not from Molokai fishing out resources.



Pesticides run off into marine waters.

